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Insider Threats in Cyber Security (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2010

	Insider Threats in Cyber Security is a cutting edge text presenting IT and non-IT facets of insider threats together. This volume brings together a critical mass of well-established worldwide researchers, and provides a unique multidisciplinary overview. Monica van Huystee, Senior Policy Advisor at MCI, Ontario, Canada comments "The book...
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101 Internet Businesses You Can Start from Home: How to Choose and Build Your Own Successful e-BusinessMaximum Press, 2006
Communicating with customers and other businesses has changed dramatically over the past century. It started with print, then radio, television, phone, and fax, and now all of us are operating in the fastest medium yet—the Internet. The future is bright for businesses that utilize the Net as a primary medium of communication and sales....
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Zero Day Exploit: Countdown to Darkness (Cyber-Fiction S.)Syngress Publishing, 2004
There exists a 0-day vulnerability in a particular line of SCADA Master products that are widely used in petrochemical facilities. Furthermore, since the telemetry between the Master and the RTUs (the units located at valves, gauges, etc.) is particularly fragile under attack, the attackers are able to take a two-tiered approach to the damage they...
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30 Minutes to Master the InternetKogan Page, 1997
The Internet; the World-Wide Web – or sometimes, just `the Net'.

Business cards now all seem to carry electronic mail – or even `home page' – addresses; newspaper and TV adverts quote complex Web addresses, pointing the interested user into that cyberspace of multi-media, interconnected pages. Shop for PCs or software...
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How to Be Invisible: The Essential Guide to Protecting Your Personal Privacy, Your Assets, and Your Life (Revised Edition)Thomas Dunne Books, 2004
From cyberspace to crawl spaces, new innovations in information gathering have left the private life of the average person open to scrutiny, and worse, exploitation. In this thoroughly revised update of his immensely popular guide How to Be Invisible, J.J. Luna shows you how to protect yourself from these information predators by securing your...
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Cyberthreats: The Emerging Fault Lines of the Nation StateOxford University Press, 2009

	As new technologies develop, terrorist groups are developing new methods of attack by using the Internet, and by using cyberspace as a battlefield, it has become increasingly difficult to discover the identity of attackers and bring them to justice. The seemingly limitless boundaries of cyberspace has allowed virtually anyone to launch an...
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Digital Watermarking and Steganography, 2nd Ed. (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Multimedia Information and Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
Digital audio, video, images, and documents are flying through cyberspace to their respective owners. Unfortunately, along the way, individuals may choose to intervene and take this content for themselves. Digital watermarking and steganography technology greatly reduces the instances of this by limiting or eliminating the ability of third parties...
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TypePad For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The blogosphere is a busy place. It’s hard to nail down a firm number, but the best estimates indicate that there are more than 200 million blogs bumping around globally in cyberspace. It can be daunting for a beginning blogger (or even an intermediate one) to comfortably find a spot of his or her own in such a crowd. Where can you...
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Cyberpolitics in International Relations (MIT Press)MIT Press, 2012

	Cyberspace is widely acknowledged as a fundamental fact of daily life in today's world. Until recently, its political impact was thought to be a matter of low politics -- background conditions and routine processes and decisions. Now, however, experts have begun to recognize its effect on high politics -- national security, core...
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Beginning Perl, 3rd EditionApress, 2010

	Perl was originally written by Larry Wall while he was working at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Labs. Larry is an Internet legend, known not just for Perl, but as the author of the UNIX utilities rn, one of the original Usenet newsreaders, and patch, a tremendously useful tool that takes a list of differences between two files and allows you to...
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Peer-to-Peer Computing: Applications, Architecture, Protocols, and ChallengesCRC Press, 2011


	Peer-to-peer computing, at least on a conceptual level, is a genuine paradigm

	shift—intelligence is at the edge, computing is completely decentralized, and

	the network is just there to knit the distributed intelligence together. Indeed,

	with advancements in hardware technology, proliferation of the open source

	development...
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Fighting Terror in Cyberspace (Series in Machine Perception & Artifical Intelligence)World Scientific Publishing, 2005
The Internet, or the ARPANET in its original name, was a remarkable idea. The Net was designed in the late 60's by US ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency) to connect distant computers to each other. This was a critical need at a time when each computer was a precious resource of computing power, which, if connected, could be shared among...
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